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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. (10x1=10 Marks)

'1. Define ensemble.

2. What is Bose-Einstein condensation ?

3. What is black body radiation ?

4. State Heisenberg uncertainty principle.

5. What is the effect ol frequency of the incident radiation on emission of
photoelectrons ?

6. Write the Schrodinger time dependent equation.

7. What is wave function ?

8. What are de Broglie waves ?

9. What you mean by phase space ?

1 0. Deline Microstates.

SECTION - B

Answer any 8 questions. (8x2=16 Marks)

11. State the postulate of equal a Priori Probability.

12. How will you divide phase space into cell ?
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13. Explain the concept of Thermodynamic probability.

'14. Distinguish between Maxwell's Boltzmann and Fermi-Dirac statistics.

15. Why Rutherford's model could nol explain the stability of atom ?

'16. State the limitations ol Bohr theory.

17. Give the properties ot wave function (\1,).

1 8. Explain the aflect o, retarding potential ditterence on the photoelectric current.

19. Obtain the relation between enkopy and probability.

20. Explain Grand-Canonical ensemble.

21 . State the postulates of Bohr theory oI hydrogen atom.

22. Give lhe application of BE and FD statistics.

SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. (6x4=24 Marks)

23. Three distinguishable padicles have a total energy of nine units, but the particles
are restricted to energy levels 0 to 4. Calculate the number of macro-states and
micro-states.

24. Ptove thai in the Photo-electric eflect ,rom a metal surlace, the maximum
velocity of the photo-electrons is related to the stopping potential by the equation
Vmax = 5.927 x 10s&, where Vmax is in m/sec and Vo is in volts.

25. The lile time of an excited state ol an atom is about 1O{ sec. Calculate the
minimum uncertainty in the determination of the energy of the excited state.

26. A particle is moving in a one dimensional box (ot infinite height) oI width 10A.
Calculate the probability of finding the particle within an interval of 1A at the
centre of the box, when it is in its state'of least energy.

27. A hydrogen atom is 5.3 x 10-11m in radius. Using ihe uncertainty principle,
estimate the minimum energy an electron can have in this atom.

28. Find the wavelength of the Ho line ol Balmer series ol hydrogen atom, given

energy o, n = 2 orbit is -3.4 eV and energy ol n = 3 orbit is -1.5 eV.


